The light distribution among the far, intermediate and near foci of a new trifocal intraocular lens (IOL) is experimentally determined, as a function of the pupil size, from image analysis. The concept of focus energy efficiency is introduced because, in addition to the theoretical diffraction efficiency of the focus, it accounts for other factors that are naturally presented in the human eye such as the level of spherical aberration (SA) upon the IOL, light scattering at the diffractive steps or the depth of focus. The trifocal IOL is tested in-vitro in two eye models: the aberration-free ISO model, and a so called modified-ISO one that uses an artificial cornea with positive spherical SA in instead. The SA upon the IOL is measured with a Hartmann-Shack sensor and compared to the values of theoretical eye models. The results show, for large pupils, a notorious reduction of the energy efficiency of the far and near foci of the trifocal IOL due to two facts: the level of SA upon the IOL is larger than the value the lens is able to compensate for and there is significant light scattering at the diffractive steps. On the other hand, the energy efficiency of the intermediate focus for small pupils is enhanced by the contribution of the extended depth of focus of the near and far foci. Thus, while IOLs manufacturers tend to provide just the theoretical diffraction efficiency of the foci to show which would be the performance of the lens in terms of light distribution among the foci, our results put into evidence that this is better described by using the energy efficiency of the foci.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing patient demand of spectacle independence after cataract surgery or clear lens extraction has been an extraordinary incentive for the development of multifocal intraocular lenses (MIOLs). [1] Diffracted-based MIOLs have shown better optical performance than either, their counterparts refractive MIOLs or accommodating IOLs. [2, 3] Until very recently, diffractive MIOLs available in the market were indeed bifocal lenses that use the base lens curvature and the zero (m = 0) and first (m = 1) diffraction orders to achieve simultaneous far and near foci respectively. In clinical tests, patients implanted with diffractive MIOLs achieved good far and near visual acuities [4, 5] but have a significant reduction of visual acuity at intermediate distance. [6, 7] To deal with this issue, Swanson disclosed a trifocal IOL [8] based on a binary phase profile that used the m = −1, m = 0 and m = 1 diffraction orders to obtain the far, intermediate and near foci respectively, each of them having a theoretical diffraction efficiency of 28.8% while the rest of the light energy (approximately 14%) was wasted in higher diffraction orders. The Record trifocal IOL, used for the first time in 36 eyes (28 patients) by Vorkresenkaya et al [9] is designed according to these principles. A different approach in the design of trifocal IOLs relies on the combination of two kinoform diffractive profiles with different step heights in the surface of the lens. [10] The first profile provides focus for far (order m = 0) and near (order m = 1) vision, while the second one splits the light into far (order m = 0) and intermediate (order m = 1) foci. Moreover, the order m = 2 due to this profile coincides with the order m = 1 of the first one and thus also contributes to the near focus. The Finevision trifocal IOL (PhysIOL, Lige, Belgium) featuring an apodized diffractive profile with add powers of +1.75D for intermediate and +3.50D for near, [11] uses such design and the first visual outcomes after implantation of this IOL are now available. [12, 13] Finally, a new trifocal diffractive IOL, the AT Lisa tri 839MP (Carl Zeiss, Meditec) has been recently launched. [14] This lens features an aspheric optic for which the light distribution among the foci is intended to be independent from the pupil size. As for any type of multifocal IOL, the trifocal one is based on the simultaneous image forming principle. This means that a focused image (due to one of the foci) will be always overlaid by two out of focus images originated by the others foci. This effect will unavoidably lead to a reduction of the image contrast and likely produce other disturbing optical effects such as glare and/or halos, the latter being intimately related to the way the light is distributed among the foci. [15] For these reasons it is necessary to characterize in-vitro the optical performance of these new trifocal IOLs not only in terms of metrics like the Modulation Transfer Function [16, 17] but also determining the energy distribution among the foci and its variation with the pupil diameter. [11, 18] The aim of this paper is to experimentally determine, for the first time to best of our knowledge, the energy efficiency of the far, intermediate and near foci of the AT LISA tri 839MP trifocal IOL as a function of the pupil size. To this end, the IOL is placed in the ISO model eye, [19] which uses an aberration-free achromatic doublet as the artificial cornea. In a second configuration referred from now on to as modified-ISO eye model, the aberration-free cornea is substituted by a double convex lens [20] that provides levels of SA at the IOL plane similar to the ones found in human corneas. [21, 22] The model eye with the trifocal IOL forms three images simultaneously (far, intermediate and near) of a pinhole object at infinity. In each of the three image planes, the correctly focused image of the pinhole is surrounded by a blurred halo-shape background that corresponds primarily to the overlaying defocused images due to the other two foci. Image analysis is then used to compute the energy efficiency of each focus through the ratio of the energy correctly focused to the total energy contained in the image.
METHODS

IOL characteristics
The AT LISA tri 839MP IOL is made of hydrophilic acrylic (25%) material with hydrophobic surfaces. The studied lenses have a base optical power for the far focus of 20D with +3.33D and +1.66D add powers for the near and the intermediate foci respectively. Multifocality is achieved by means of a diffractive anterior surface of 6 mm with the trifocal zone having a diameter of 4.34 mm (Figure 1 ). The outer region of the lens to the 6 mm edge sends light to the far and near foci exclusively. In contrast with other trifocal IOLs whose diffractive profile features are currently available, [9, 11] to the best of our knowledge no details about the characteristics of the diffractive profile of the AT LISA tri 839MP have been disclosed by the manufacturer. Nevertheless, it is known [14] that this IOL has an aspheric design to produce a negative value of SA (c[4,0] Zernike coefficient of -0.18 µm for a 6 mm eye pupil) to compensate in part for the natural positive SA of human cornea. The expected light distribution between the three foci as provided by the manufacturer is shown in Figure 2 . It is worth emphasizing that this distribution of energy is indeed the theoretical diffraction efficiency [15, 23] of the far, intermediate and near foci of the IOL. Since the amount of the energy transmitted by the trifocal IOL and sent to each of the foci is proportional to this diffraction efficiency, it is generally assumed that the theoretical light distribution showed in Figure 2 will correspond to the energy correctly focused onto the respective image planes. However, in addition to the diffraction efficiency of each of the foci, there are other factors that determine how much of the diffracted energy really ends up correctly focused in the image planes. Thus, it has been pointed out the importance of the shape factor and aspheric design [24, 25] of the base lens of the IOL to properly tackle with the converging and aberrated wavefront [26, 27] that impinges upon the IOL in order to obtain a high quality retinal image. Additional issues such as the presence of higher diffraction orders (i.e., others than the ones that create the three foci), [23] scattering in the diffractive steps [28, 29] or the dependence of the depth of focus on the pupil size, also make that a significant fraction of the diffracted energy, which otherwise would be sent to a particular focus, gets out of focus at the image plane. This extra out of focus energy increases the background noise of the image and may reduce the efficiency of the foci [18] below the values that are predicted just taking into consideration their theoretical diffraction efficiency. Then, the performance of the foci is better characterized by measuring the energy correctly focused in each image plane, i.e., in terms of their energy efficiency since it accounts not only for the diffraction efficiency of the foci but for all the rest of factors mentioned above.
Experimental setup
The energy efficiency of the far, intermediate and near foci can be obtained through image analysis using the setup sketched in Figure 3 that has been described in detail elsewhere. [30] The light source is a green Led with their emission centered at 521 nm and with a FWHM spectral bandwidth of ±15 nm. The maximum output power is 12 mW. The collimated beam illuminates the model eye (artificial cornea plus wet cell) where the trifocal IOL is inserted. The features of both, the ISO and the modified-ISO eye models have been reported elsewhere. [18, 19] The pinhole object is imaged in three planes separated along the optical axis (these images will be hereafter referred to as far, intermediate and near, respectively). An infinite corrected microscope mounted in a translation holder is used to select the proper image and magnify it onto an 8-bit CCD camera. The microscope objective is a 10× Olympus Plan Achromat, designed for high-quality imaging applications due to its diffraction limited performance across the entire visible spectrum. The efficiency of the CCD camera is practically flat along the spectral bandwidth of the green Led source. A variable aperture diaphragm, placed in front of the artificial cornea, is used as the entrance pupil (EP) to control the size of the beam on the artificial cornea and thus the level of SA introduced by the modified-ISO eye model (without the IOL). Additionally, when the trifocal IOL is inserted, the EP diameter also determines the beam size on the lens (referred hereafter to as the IOL-pupil) as described in detail in Reference [30] . We have also used commercial optical design software (Zemax Development Corporation, San Diego) to obtain the SA in two physiological eye models, namely the Liou-Brennan and the Holladay models. [31] The results, also plotted in Figure 4 , show a good agreement with the experimental values, thus confirming that the modified-ISO model provides levels of SA similar to the values found in the aforementioned physiological eye models and measured in human corneas. [21, 22] 
Foci energy efficiency from image analysis
The method used to obtain the energy efficiency of each of the foci from image analysis has been reported in detail elsewhere [18] . To illustrate the procedure we show in Figure 5 an example of a recorded image corresponding to the near focus of the trifocal IOL.
As previously stated, the image consists of the focused image of the pinhole object (labeled I pinh in Figure 5 (a)) surrounded by a blurred halo-shape background (labeled I backg in Figure 5 (a)). The energy of the image just in the focused pinhole region ( I pinh ), and the energy of the total image that comprises the pinhole plus the background region ( I total = I pinh + I backg ), are obtained as a function of the IOL-pupil, by integration of the pixel grey level in the corresponding regions:
where R stands for either the pinhole region or the total image (R = pinh, total), n is a pixel contained in the R region, and g(n) is the pixel grey level, which is proportional to the energy impinging on that pixel. It was checked that the CCD sensor response was linear in the dynamic range of interest. Since the images are blurred because of the background, it is necessary to precisely determine the borders of the region that corresponds to the focused pinhole. An edge detection algorithm was used to unambiguously define a region of interest (ROI) that matches with the focused pinhole and remove all the background contribution outside this ROI ( Figure 5(b) ). Then, the energy correctly focused in the image plane ((I pinh ) near in this case) is calculated by applying Eq.
(1) to the filtered image. Finally, the energy efficiency of the focus is obtained as the ratio:
An identical procedure is followed with the images recorded in the intermediate and far image planes to obtain (η) intermed and (η) f ar respectively. Figure 6 shows the experimental images of the pinhole object obtained in the near, intermediate and far image planes for IOL-pupils ranging from 2 to 5 mm. The trifocal IOL was placed in the modified-ISO eye model and all the images were acquired with the same integration time by the CCD camera and thus, their energy content and features can be directly compared. Quite similar images were obtained with the IOL in the ISO eye model. Figure 6 shows that for each of the foci, the larger the IOLpupil the more the energy correctly focused on the image of the pinhole. However, this is also accompanied by an increasingly notorious background that negatively affects the energy efficiency as will be shown below. By comparing the images it is evident that for a given IOL-pupil, the highest energy in the region of the pinhole occurs in the far focus and the lowest in the intermediate focus. Moreover, there is a very different evolution of the halo-shape background in each of the foci. The halo with the largest size is found in the near focus, especially for the largest IOL-pupils where a double ring feature can be clearly observed from the images. As for the far focus, the halo is both less extended and less notorious. Finally, the images corresponding to the intermediate focus show a clear halo surrounding the image of the pinhole for all IOL-pupil sizes. The total energy of the images (I total ) i , and the energy correctly focused (I pinh ) i , obtained in the three image planes (i = near, intermed, f ar) with the trifocal IOL placed in the modified-ISO eye model are plotted, as a function of the IOLpupil diameter, in Figure 7 .
RESULTS
To make the comparison of results easier, (I total ) i and ((I) pinh ) i are normalized for each focus to the maximum value of (I total ) i obtained with the largest IOL-pupil diameter. In each of the three image planes, the energy contained in the whole image ((I total ) i ) is the same within the experimental uncertainty. This fact further confirms that there is no loss of energy when recording the images formed by the three foci and guarantees that the normalization of the results by the maximum of (I total ) i is correct. As for the energy correctly focused (I pinh ), the far focus achieves the highest one for all pupil sizes. Near and intermediate foci have similar energy for small IOL-pupils while for larger ones the near focus is slightly more intense. Interestingly, for IOL-pupils up to 3 mm the sum of the correctly focused energy of the three foci ((I pinh ) near + (I pinh ) intermed + (I pinh ) f ar −see Figure 7 continuous line−), agrees pretty well with the value of the total energy contained in the images I total , but for larger IOL-pupils this sum is clearly lower than I total . Moreover, Figure 7 also shows that (I pinh ) near , (I pinh ) intermed and (I pinh ) f ar increase as a function of the IOL-pupil but their increase is slow and with a smaller slope than the total energy of the images (I total ). This fact implies a reduction of the efficiency of the foci for larger pupil diameters as it is shown below. The experimental image energy efficiencies for each focus, obtained using Eq. (2), are plotted in Figure 8 when the trifocal IOL is placed in either the modified-ISO eye model (Figure 8(a) ) or the ISO one (Figure 8(b) ). For the sake of comparison the diffraction efficiencies provided by the manufacturer are also included.
In the former eye model and for IOL-pupils up to 3.25 mm, i.e. in conditions that correspond to reduced levels of SA upon the IOL and few diffractive zones of the lens contributing to the diffraction process (see Figure 1 ), the energy efficiency of the far and near foci are around 50% and 30% respectively, and these values are still close to the theoretical diffraction efficiency values. On the other hand, the intermediate focus shows energy efficiency larger than the provided diffraction efficiency.
As for IOL-pupils larger than 3.25 mm, and consequently higher levels of SA upon the trifocal IOL and more diffractive zones involved in the process, there is a significant reduction in the experimental efficiencies of the far and near foci in comparison to the values purely based on the theoretical diffraction efficiency of the foci. This reduction is even larger (see Figure 8 (b)) when the trifocal IOL is tested in the ISO-model eye where the artificial cornea is an aberration-free lens. In the case of the intermediate focus, its experimental energy efficiency as a function of the IOL-pupil is very similar in both eye models with values that are in good agreement with the theoretical ones provided by the manufacturer.
DISCUSSION
The images obtained in each of the three image planes ( Figure 6 ) evidence that there is a non-negligible fraction of the energy that is out of focus, especially for larger IOLpupils, thus contributing to a background noise that reduces the image contrast. Our experimental study of the trifocal IOL performance has the advantage of including, in addition to the diffraction efficiency of each of the orders (or foci), others factors that do affect their energy efficiency. These factors are basically the level of SA upon the IOL and its compensation to some extend because of the aspheric design of the trifocal IOL, the loss of energy due to light scattering at the diffraction steps, and the extended depth of focus for small pupils. Let us start discussing the case of the near and far foci. As stated above, in the far image plane the total energy of the image is:
Interestingly, our results show ( Figure 6 ) that for small IOLpupils (diameters up to 3.0 mm):
and from Eqs. (3) and (4) one infers that:
i.e., the background noise in the far image plane is basically due to the contribution of the other two orders, which are out of focus in that plane but previously were correctly focused in their respective image planes (intermediate and near). A similar reasoning applies to the near focus. Interestingly, this happens for small IOL-pupils, when the aspheric profile of the trifocal IOL must be effective to compensate for the reduced level of SA of the wavefront impinging upon the trifocal IOL (see Figure 4) . Moreover, for such a small pupils, the number of diffractive steps that are taking part in the process of diverting light to the foci is small and so it is the light scattering associated with the steps of the diffraction profile. [29] Thus, the experimental near and far energy efficiencies agree reasonably well with the values of the diffraction efficiencies provided by the manufacturer (see Figure 8(a) ). For IOL-pupils larger than 3.0 mm, our results show a remarkable reduction of the near and far energy efficiencies (Figure 8 ). To explain this fact let us insist on the reasoning outlined above. Now, according to Figure 6 :
and from Eqs. (3) and (6):
i.e., in the far image plane the background energy has an additional contribution that does not come from the out of focus near and intermediate orders and as a consequence, there is a significant reduction of the energy efficiency. A similar reasoning applies for the near focus. To explain these results, one must firstly consider the increasing values of the SA of the wavefront upon the trifocal IOL ( Figure 4) and secondly, the larger number of diffractive steps taking part in the process (and the associated light scattering). Both effects negatively affect the capacity of the lens to correctly focus the energy diffracted on each order. Additionally, the aspheric design of the AT Lisa tri 839MP IOL is intended to compensate for a maximum positive SA of 0.18 m, compensation that according to Figure 4 can be achieved for IOL-pupils up to 4.75 mm approximately. Actually, the experimental energy efficiency of the near and far foci of the trifocal IOL is better when it is placed in the modified-ISO model (positive SA aberrated cornea) than in the ISO (aberration free cornea) model (the shadow area in Figure 8 (a) is smaller than in Figure 8(b) ). This fact evidences that the aspheric design of the trifocal IOL is indeed able to compensate (at least partially) for the positive SA of the impinging wavefront and, as a consequence, makes it possible to obtain a better focusing of the energy in the far and near images in the modified-ISO model than in the ISO eye model. [32] However, even for IOL-pupils between 3.0 and 4.75 mm, i.e. when the mechanism of compensation of the SA by the trifocal IOL must be totally effective in the modified-ISO model, the performance of the far and near foci are clearly worse than the diffraction efficiency provided by the manufacturer (Figure 8(a) ). In other words, a significant fraction of the additional energy, ideally available for the far and near images when the IOL-pupil increases, does not end up correctly focused in the far and near pinhole images but spoiled in the background of their respective image planes. There must be then another factor (or factors) contributing to the reduction of the efficiency of the far and near foci for IOL-pupil sizes larger than 3.0 mm. If the diffractive profile in the central trifocal area of the AT Lisa tri 839MP IOL (see Figure 1 ) were based on a pair of kinoforms profiles as in the case of the FineVision IOL, [11] this would imply that any diffractive zone of the lens would consist of at least two diffractive steps (instead of just one as in bifocal diffractive IOLs). Moreover, the provided light distribution (Figure 2 ) and the claim of the manufacturer of a pupil independent design, [14] lead us to infer that the diffractive profile of the AT Lisa tri 839MP IOL is not apodized. Thus, a significant fraction of the energy would scatter at the large number of non apodized steps and would end up as background noise in the image planes. Finally, additional (although presumably small) contributions to the background may also come from higher diffraction orders. [23] The performance of the intermediate focus deserves further explanation. We have found that for IOL-pupils up to 3.0 mm approximately, the experimental energy efficiency of this focus is, somehow surprising, larger than the provided values of diffraction efficiency (Figure 8 ), the smaller the pupil the larger the difference. To explain this fact we refer to Figure 9 . The intermediate focus is between the far and near foci and for such small IOL-pupils (2.0 to 3.0 mm, where the effects of the SA and light scattering have proved to play a minor role), it is well known that the depth of focus increases. [33] Thus, the smaller the pupil the more extended the depth of focus of the far and near foci and, as a consequence, the smaller the fraction of the energies (I pinh ) near and (I pinh ) f ar that are out of focus at the intermediate plane (see Figures 9(b) and 9(c) ). This fact becomes more evident when the focal segment corresponding to the depth of focus of both the near and far foci reach one another or even overlap at the intermediate focus plane (Figure 9(c) ). The result is a reduction of the energy of the background in the intermediate image plane and, consequently, there is an increase in the relative energy of this focus as experimentally observed. Obviously, this effect related to the extended depths of focus of the far and near foci is not accounted in the provided results that are only based on the diffraction efficiency of the intermediate focus. For IOL-pupils larger than 3.0 mm the measured energy efficiency of the intermediate focus in both eye models shows a reduction that is in good agreement with the values of diffraction efficiency. This is not unexpected taking into account that the maximum aperture involved in the formation of the intermediate image is relatively small and so it is the maximum level of SA (Figure 4 ) that the trifocal IOL has to compensate for. Moreover, once that this zone of the trifocal IOL is fully illuminated, there is no way to diffract more energy to the intermediate correctly focused image (I pinh ) intermed and the increase of the total energy of the image (I total ) intermed that happens for larger IOL-pupils ( Figure 7 ) leads to the observed reduction of its efficiency.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the assessment of the IOL energy efficiency with white light illumination would be of enormous interest since this is the type of light that patients implanted with these IOLs use during their daily activities. However, such a broadband source would introduce important challenges in the correct realization and interpretation of the experimental results. First, to avoid wavelengthdependent measurement artifacts, it would be necessary both, a white light source with a uniform spectral emission intensity in the visible range, and a CCD camera with a flat sensitivity along this spectral interval. Secondly, there is an important issue related to the strong dependence on wavelength of two key features of the IOL, namely, the efficiency of the diffraction orders and their associated add powers. [18, 23] This would introduce significant lateral color aberration causing additional blur on all the foci. Consequently, a larger disagreement would result for the experimental energy efficiency of the foci of the trifocal IOL with respect to idealized diffraction efficiency calculations.
CONCLUSIONS
In-vitro testing of a new trifocal IOL, the AT LISA tri 839MP, has shown that the light distribution between the far and near foci of the IOL depends, in addition to their theoretical diffraction efficiency, on factors such as the level of SA upon the IOL and light scattering at the diffractive steps. In particular, for IOL-pupils larger than 3.0 mm the performance of these foci in terms of energy efficiency departs significantly from the values of diffraction efficiency provided by the manufacturer. On the other hand, the intermediate focus efficiency for small IOL-pupils shows a noticeable improvement with respect to the provided values due to the contribution of the extended depths of focus of the near and far foci.
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